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Fitness and health expert and author, Debra Atkinson reveals how small, daily habits, some of
which don’t even require you to get breathless or lift a finger, can improve your after 50 fitness
results. She is America’s Baby Boomer Woman’s fitness expert and she’s cracked the code on
the hormone-exercise connection for thousands of women in her Flipping 50 programs and
coaching services. She’ll share the most popular and easy to implement habits that will help you
create your own flipping 50 success story. You don’t need all 99: one by one, these small flips
can make a big difference.At 49, Debra turned her world upside down. When most women reach
a peak in their careers and get a convertible and a corner office, she left safety, security and
started over. Eight major life stressors later, she’d made major discoveries about the truth about
exercise for women at midlife. Then at 52, her world turned sideways with the tragic loss of a
young family member. There’s been stress. Through difficult times, she learned valuable lessons
about how little it takes to get and stay physically and mentally fit, why less exercise with more
purpose is better for hormone balance, and how small lifestyle choices (flips) you make every
day make a big impact on fitness.With Debra’s best small daily “flips” in lifestyle habits, mindset,
exercise and nutrition that have worked for her, thousands clients, and have science behind
them you can feel better, faster without extreme exercise or calorie restriction. Hot, Not Bothered
will show you how to enjoy your second (and better) half looking good and feeling great, without
settling, or burpees.

From the AuthorWho has an hour to exercise?You don't need one! You also don't need a
personal chef, a personal trainer for life, a butler, or maid (yes, it would be nice). Even if you had
them they might not get it right. What YOU need is not the same as what everyone else needs.
Hormone-balancing exercise type and timing and the habits that support it is not what you've
done for years or decades. IYou don't need an afternoon in a hammock to read this book. You
can pick up and read any of these tips one-by-one. Choose based on the exercise, exercise
nutrition, or the mindset tips or choose based on time of day. (I suggest starting with morning! If
you get that right the rest of your day and your night improve!) I wrote this book for every woman
who ever said "I'm getting old" (and cringed), who really isn't willing to settle and doesn't want to
be invisible. It's for you if you only have minutes a day to read a tip or two and understand a little
more about how to naturally change the type and timing of your exercise and daily habits so yes,
you can be hot, strong, and love the body you live in. The 99 flips are small new habits or tweaks
to what you're already doing, what you're doing already, or want to be doing, to give you an
advantage as you go transition through hormone changes. I've written this book pulling the
habits taught in Flipping 50 programs and coaching that have helped thousands of women feel
good and look great by doing what they can naturally every day. Even if you don't have a lot of



time to exercise (you don't need it!), you can focus on the nutrition, lifestyle, and mindset tips for
all-day energy. If you love exercise, flip your exercise into hormone-optimizing movement for
even better results. You can master metabolism right now. About the AuthorDebra Atkinson is an
American life coach andfitness expert, transformational speaker, author and web television host.
Sheis the owner of Voice for Fitness, Flipping 50, and Flipping 50 TV. DebraAtkinson has over
three decades experience as a successful fitnessentrepreneur, university lecturer in kinesiology,
and international fitnesspresenter. Her mission is to raise the quality of service in the
fitnessindustry and raise your expectations for aging so you can reach your greatestpotential at
every stage of life. She presents to leading fitness industryassociations including IDEA, NSCA,
Can-Fit-Pro, ICAA and Athletic Business andcontributes to many of their periodicals. She is a
frequent contributor forHuffington Post, ShareCare, Prime Women, LivingBetter50, and Easy
HealthOptions and others. She's been consulted for articles in USA Today andPrevention
Magazine regarding women's health through the exercise-hormoneconnection. She is the
creator of the web-based Flipping 50 TV show andFlipping 50 podcast and leads dynamic
workshops live and online or with privateclients that teach women how to love the body they live
in and build confidencefor every aspect of life with flipping fit foundation. Hot, Not Bothered:99
Daily Tips to Slimmer, Trimmer, and Stronger FasterSo you can master metabolism before,
during, and (long)after menopause
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Hot, Not Bothered99 Daily Flips for Slimmer, Trimmer, Fitter FasterSo You Can Master Your
Metabolism Before, During, and (long) After MenopauseDebra AtkinsonHost of Flipping 50 TV
and the Flipping 50 podcastCopyright PageCopyright © 2017. Voice for Fitness. All rights
reserved. No portion of the book may be reproduced mechanically, electronically, or by any other
means, including, photocopying, without written permission of the publisher. It is illegal to copy
this book, post it to a website, or distribute it by any other means without permission from the
publisher.Voice for Fitness, LLC226 Deer Trail CirBoulder CO 80302E-mail:
support@flippingfifty.comLimits of Liability and Disclaimer of WarrantyThe author and publisher
shall not be liable for your misuse of this material. This book is for strictly informational and
educational purposes. DisclaimerThe information presented in this book is not intended as
medical advice or meant as a substitute for medical advice. Not all exercise is appropriate for all
individuals. For personal exercise recommendations or nutrition needs seek the advice of an
exercise or nutrition professional and let your physician know you are starting or implementing
changes to your exercise or nutrition program that may have interactions with any current
medications.General InformationDespite what you may have heard, there is no substantive proof
that weight gain, fatigue, or belly fat are mandatory parts of menopause and the second half of
life.Table of ContentsTable of ContentsOther Programs and Books by Debra AtkinsonFree
BonusHow to Use This BookPart I: Mostly Morning Flips1. Wake Naturally.2. Drink Lemon
Water3. Test Your Drinking Water.4. Shine Early.5. Clean Up Your Coffee.6. Cream Better7. Cup
Down By 10am.8. Be Back Smart.9. HIIT It Early10. Go Pro11. Time Food Right12. Aim
Higher13. Supplement smart.14. Get Sugar Smart.15. Hypnotize Yourself.16. Break Up with
Make Up.17. Keep Your Promises.18. Kill Cravings.19. Bust Your Rut20. Stop the “Carbage.”21.
Flip On Fat Burning.22. Count On Protein.23. Go Coconuts.24. Handle Snack Attacks.25.
Hydrate Right26. Be That Girl.27. Know Beans About That.28. Test Yourself.29. Get Gut
Support30. Be Nice.31. Train Fresh, Not Fatigued.32. Pillow Talk.33. Plug Your Leaks34. Sip
Bone Broth.35. Stop the Processed36. Go Nuts for Another Butter.37. Be Back-Friendly38. Get a
Better Butt.39. Pinpoint Pain.Part II: All Day Energy Flips40. Heal Your Hunger42. Go Green.42.
Eat for Sleep43. Go Fish44. Double Down45. Scoop on Your Poop46. Herb Your Hormones.47.
Take Three Polite Bites.48. Be Consistent, Not Perfect.49. Take Responsibility.50. Get Hot Not
Flashy51. Make It Stick.52. Brace Yourself.53. Build Brain Health.54. Calm Yourself.55. Skip the
Scale.56. Support Sleep.57. Tone with Testosterone58. Boost Your libido.59. Exercise
Caution60. Core More Often.61. Fake Change.62. Work In63. Eat Fat Keep Muscle64. Pitch the
Pink.65. Do the Big 366. Be Basic But Never Boring.67. Take Recovery Seriously.68. Plan Total
Stress Load69. Crave the Root Cause70. Reach Fatigue71. Go DIM72. Do It Your Whey.73.
Read the Label74. Get BusyPart III: Hot, Not Hurt or Bothered Flips75. Brand Your Exercise.76.
Get the Right High77. Opportunity Knocks: Answer!78. Question Everything79. Ask the right
question80. Check Leucine81. Power Up82. Don’t Go Nuts.83. Dance84. Prime Yourself85.
Sleep Sound86. Bone Up87. Power with Plant88. Resist Bone Loss89. Exercise IBS Caution90.
Enjoy After Burn91. Do Less, Better92. Exercise for Chronic Fatigue93. Blast Fat Fast?94. Be a



Picky Eater.95. Down Dog Blues Away96. Lose With Yoga97. Age Stronger98. Avoid “I’ve Tried
Everything” Syndrome99. Facts Are Not Enough.ReferencesOther Programs and Services by
Debra AtkinsonAbout Debra AtkinsonOther Programs and Books by Debra AtkinsonFlipping 50
TV – The place to be for how to move, what to eat, and how to reset your mindset to get the
energy and vitality you want in this second (and better) halfFlipping 50 Podcast – Where I share
entertaining tips, experts, and answers to your challenging questionsFlipping 50’s 28 Day
Kickstart and After 50 Fitness Formula for WomenThe Café Coaching MembershipFlipping 50’s
Exercise Programs – You Still Got It, Girl, Muscles in Minutes, and The Whole FlipVIP Private
Coaching – One-to-one daily goals for exercise, nutrition, lifestyle habits for 90 to 365
days.DedicationThis is for every woman who is approaching 50 or who has already turned the
corner on 50 who is ready for a different message about the second half of her life.(No matter
what your age, that is YOU!)Everyone looks at a pretty girl. No one can take their eyes off a
confident woman who radiates joy and energy.That, is available to you as soon as you believe
that it is and you’re willing to use your mind, your food, and your movement to get it.Free
BonusBecause exercise is such an important part of mastering your metabolism and it’s ideal to
show along with telling you how to exercise, I created a special set of videos, recordings, and
support for you.This book bonus includes:how-to videosworkout videosaudio recordingsa
downloadable Interval Training workout PDFThey’ll help you exercise simply, safely, and
sanely.You can get everything at:https://www.flippingfifty.com/hotnotbotheredbonusHow to Use
This Book:The 99 Hot Not Bothered (HNB) “flips” include hormone balancing daily habits,
exercise, and nutrition, and mindset. I began writing HNB as if the flips would be pajamas to
pajamas. I strayed from that and you’ll find some flips in the order to add to your day and then
others that you plan one day and can implement the next day or next workout.You can pick up
HNB and flip to the middle of the book or read it front to back. We’ve already got too many
people telling us how to behave, dress, or cut our hair after 50, so I’ll leave this up to you.“Flips”
are the Flipping 50 way of changing a habit that is sabotaging you, or adding one you’re not
doing yet, with one that makes you look (and feel) 100% you. They are about changing the
message you send yourself. They are about raising your expectations. They aren’t about diet
deprivation, the scale, or extreme exercise, or superficial beauty or flat abs tips.One hint I share
with all Flipping 50 clients and students is that if you get your “first two” right the other 22 tend to
go much better. So if you’re overwhelmed, focus on the flips in the front of the book.Establish a
HNB routine in the morning and you’ll set yourself up for all day success. You’ll have more
energy, a better mood, more productivity, and you won’t have to rely on willpower. You’ll be full,
satisfied, and have feel-good hormones rushing through your veins.If you read all 99 flips today
chances are you’ll never implement any. I highly recommend reading a few at a time. Consider
implementing before you go on and read more. They may require you to think or act differently
than you do right now. They may challenge everything you’ve been told or learned. When new
science replaces old science it can take time for our thoughts and attachments to old habits to
catch up.If you find yourself thinking, I’ve tried that before, it’s probably true! You might, however,



have randomly experimented in a way that it’s impossible to know if something worked for you or
not. If you start a new flip, commit to it consistently for a few weeks.My hope is you find HNB is
education, motivation, and inspiration. Each daily flip takes two minutes or less to read. You’ll
find an invitation to go deeper and get support throughout the book. My goal is not that you read
the book but that you take action and find solutions you can easily add to your current habits for
better results! Often ONE habit flip will cause a cascade of other good habits.These are daily
flips I use. They are flips I teach in all the Flipping 50 programs to coach my private clients. They
are not random bits of information, but proven, tested, and results-getting flips that are safe,
sane, and simple. The research is in the back of the book. Client stories are included
throughout.The most common frustration I hear from would-be hot women is confusion over how
to move and what to eat. We collectively underestimate the positive power of sleep and the
negative influence of stress. With clear tips inside for how to move and eat, and why, you’ll have
steps to change your workout … or your lunch, today!My biggest intention with this collection of
“flips” is that you have hope for a flipping amazing second half and realize you are not limited by
your age, or by hormones, or menopause. Nor do you have to be limited by your mindset. You
are full of wisdom and vitality right now. You can enhance it and radiate joy. By doing that you will
have a bigger positive impact on the world. That’s hot.Disclaimer: If you happen to purchase
anything Voice for Fitness, LLC (“Flipping 50”, “Debra”, “Debra Atkinson”, or “I”) recommend in
this or any of our communications, its likely Voice for Fitness will receive some kind of affiliate
compensation. Still, I only recommend stuff I truly believe in, use, and share with friends and
family. If you ever have an issue with anything I recommend please let me know. I want to make
sure I am always serving you at the highest level.Part I: Mostly Morning Flips1. Wake
Naturally.Beat your alarm clock to the punch. Waking naturally is a signal that your body has
received a full night’s sleep. You may be thinking you wake naturally all the time but it’s more like
a natural disaster when it happens at 2 or 3 or even 4 depending on your normal wake up. If
you’re not sleeping well you likely would love to comply with getting a good night’s sleep but
can’t! If this flip is nothing else, it’s a wake up call (pun intended) that you need to make a
conscious decision to work on it. It helps your hormone balance and acts like the glue to make
the exercise and nutrition flips stick.Sleep is called an athlete’s steroid. It’s the same for
you.Getting a good night sleep starts with going to bed when you’re body tells you it’s tired. Test
your sleep needs with my sleep needs test so you know. Optimal hormone levels by day happen
with the right nighttime sleep.Little details matter. The time you start sleep, end sleep, and the
way you choose food and exercise throughout the day support or sabotage your sleep.Just how
important is it? One of my private clients was stuck for years with weight gains, losses, and
plateaus. She made changes in her eating and exercise that made her a poster child for
hormone balance. It wasn’t until she was finally able to increase her sleep she unlocked the key
to a 75 lb. weight loss, in her sixties. Even if you like Jennifer have had insomnia for years, it’s
never too late.If you want support being an overnight success, get Sleep Yourself Skinny.2. Drink
Lemon WaterStart your day with a large glass of water with either fresh squeezed lemon or



apple cider vinegar before anything else. You may not realize that overnight your body gets
dehydrated. Particularly if you avoid drinking water in the evening so you don’t have to get up for
a bathroom break. By adding the lemon you’ll also improve your pH level, give your digestion a
boost, and support your liver naturally. Here’s why that’s important:When you create a more
alkaline pH, as opposed to more acidic, you give yourself a better chance to thrive. Disease
loves an acidic environment.Women, notoriously under report digestive issues and just live with
them. No one likes to talk about poop, apparently. Eliminating is important! You’ll feel less
bloated and remove toxins from your body. This is a good first step for you if you’re
constipated.Your liver is central operations for detoxing your body naturally every day.If you’re
constantly under stress (welcome to reality), this little flip can be especially helpful. When you
create a happy internal environment the outside comes along for the ride. Squeeze half a fresh
lemon or add 1-2 T. of apple cider vinegar into to a glass of pure filtered water.3. Test Your
Drinking Water.Drink from a pure filtered water source to avoid fluoride, which is damaging for
thyroid health. It’s not the only thing to pay attention to but it’s a big one! Your use of water is
constant. Your drinking water, and water you cook with, shower, bath, or brush your teeth with
potentially exposes you to toxins. Once in your body toxins are stored in fat making it hard to
lose fat.During weight loss if you have a significant amount of weight to lose you’ll be releasing
those toxins into your blood stream. They can interfere with thyroid function. Poor thyroid
function can disrupt that weight loss. So it’s important to:Reduce your exposure to toxins (test
your water to know)Recognize signs you may be dumping toxinsSupport quick removal from
your body when toxins are released (boosting fiber helps)Signs of dumping toxins include
nausea or fatigue. This feels like withdrawal from sugar or caffeine if you’ve done that it so it can
be hard to tell the exact cause. Slow and steady weight loss will reduce the risk of a rapid toxin
dump. You have all the time you need.Don’t assume that your water is fine because it’s always
been fine. Uranium was found in my neighbor’s tap water recently. Uranium at too high levels in
the water can lead to kidney issues. It’s not one of the most common heavy metal concerns, but
it’s not ideal in your drinking water none-the-less. Lead, mercury, and arsenic are usually on the
heavy metal hit list.If you’re chugging water daily to improve your health (yes, please!), be sure it
is clean and pure! The same goes for water you’re sitting in for that relaxing bath: it’s crossing
your skin and being absorbed into your body. I’ve switched to filtered water to be safe not sorry
and I’ve opted to send a sample to a lab for further information on my own water.If you find your
tap water isn’t up to par, consider bottled water or invest in a filter. Beware of water from plastic
water bottles. The plastic contributes to toxin exposure. Never leave a plastic bottle sitting in the
heat and go back and drink from it. Plastic leaches into the water and into you.For more
information on 8 habits that help you get more energy without even getting breathless get my tip
sheet here:4. Shine Early.Get some sunshine within minutes of waking. Direct sunlight is best
but if that’s not available get as much light as possible. This will enhance your melatonin
production in the evening. The pineal hormone melatonin supports sleep. Both men and women
produce less with age. On top of hot flashes, night sweats, or a mind that’s working overtime you



may be one of up to 60% of women sleepless in menopause.Exposure to sunlight in the morning
is one of the best ways to naturally boost melatonin production at night so you get a good night’s
sleep. This flip doesn’t have to take additional time. Reset your body clock by taking your
morning coffee on the patio or in bright lights.If your schedule requires waking at o-dark
hundred, at the very least turn the lights fully on. If you notice big mood swings with the weather,
you may be more sensitive to light/dark changes. Consider investing in a light box and use it
daily.Sleep is crucial to mood, memory, and weight loss that is fat not muscle. Get more tips for
sleeping yourself skinny.5. Clean Up Your Coffee.If you drink coffee, choose organic. Avoid
flavored. Drinking more than one cup? Drink a glass of water between. Recently, coffee
consumption, provided it’s not laden with sugar and consumed all day in search of artificial
energy, has shifted to a less negative position on health. Some studies even show it may prevent
several chronic diseases. Coffee drinkers unite!Moderate consumption – under 3 cups providing
300-400 mg/d of caffeine – shows little evidence of health risk and some benefits.More than 4
cups a day will contribute to your risk of low bone density. It’s not just the coffee consumption but
what you’re not drinking that might negatively impact your health. If sleep is an issue for you try
cutting back to two cups a day.Personal secret: caffeine has long been an ergogenic aid in
exercise. If you’re enjoying your java pre exercise it may boost endurance and fat burn during
that run or lift session. It’s more beneficial in longer sessions than in short HIIT sessions. So if
you’re doing a moderate steady state session followed by weight lifting or if you’re headed out for
a longer hike, it might be a good time to try it.To use caffeine strategically for a workout boost,
exercise about 60 minutes after consuming coffee. If you’re sensitive to coffee and elevated
blood pressure added caffeine might not be a good choice for you however.Should we talk about
the elephant in the room? Worried about the diuretic effect of coffee interrupting your workout?
Once your body adapts, as long as you don’t wait too long between drinking coffee and
beginning exercise, you should be fine, or at least your norm will be true. You won’t be any worse
off.6. Cream BetterFlip to Medium Chai Triglyceride (MCT) oil or coconut milk (coconut cream is
my favorite) and stevia. MCT oil is good for fat metabolism and doesn’t get stored as fat. Bonus!
Why? Even if dairy doesn’t seem to be a problem for you, it’s tolerated less well by women in
midlife and beyond. That can mean bloating and gas, signs that would motivate anyone to give it
up, that you may not even be associating with dairy. It can mean weight loss intolerance. Even
that little bit? Yes. Constant regular exposure to it is like having an IV drip coming in. Your gut
can’t heal when that’s happening, so even small regular amounts, at least until you remove them
for a period of time, can prevent you from feeling your best.Add ghee, or clarified butter, to your
coffee if the MCT doesn’t appeal to you. It could change the way you think about coffee forever.
More importantly it could change the way you think. Healthy fat coupled with the caffeine kick
could make your morning more productive, and help you be less distracted with hunger pains.7.
Cup Down By 10am.Your goal is natural energy. Feeling like you need a caffeine fix may be a
sign you need something else. Leaving coffee alone the rest of the day may improve your gut
health and your sleep. Whether it’s the ritual and the warmth, the caffeine buzz, or something



else, waking up to a little coffee is fine for most. Depending on coffee to get you through the day
is not.Soda drinker? Get used to saying “I used to drink pop. Now, I feel so much better.”Sorry,
there’s never a good time for soda. While there is evidence that coffee can have positive health
benefits there is zero health benefit and many health risks associated with soda consumption.A
trick that works for many of my clients weaning off soda is sparkling water with a few drops of
stevia. Infuse your water with fruit or make a simple lemonade with fresh squeezed lemons and
stevia.Even if you opt for decaf coffee, limit yourself. Water is so much better for you. The biggest
energy boost is going to come from real health not a cup.8. Be Back Smart.Wait an hour after
you rise to exercise. The wait protects the discs in your back. Any exercise including the
stretching exercises you may have once been taught to do before you get out of bed can be
more dangerous than you think.If you’re used to pulling your knees up to your chest before you
rise, hold off on that. Bending, lifting, and twisting (BLT) movements especially in that first hour
after waking can be devastating. Even in gentler exercises that are involved in yoga, Pilates, and
vigorous walking you’re at risk. Don’t even think about core exercises during this time. It’s not
about the speed of the movement or the quality of your technique. It has nothing to do with
whether you’re fit or deconditioned.Exercise stresses on the spine are about three times higher
in that first hour than they are a few hours later.After rising from bed, your discs are fully hydrated
and have much higher stresses during flexion. It is more risky to train repeated bending earlier in
the morning. Occupational studies have shown avoiding flexion motion in the morning reduced
disabling workplace back pain.It’s not just movement though. There are two types of stress to
the discs. Both movement and moment stresses the spine. That is both flexion (movement) that
you would do in a crunch or downward dog for instance and simply the pressure (moment) of
adding force as in doing a plank or pushing a shovel or vacuum. Both strain the layers of
collagen in the spinal discs.When loads on the spine are small, movement is healthy. (E.g. cat
cow back) This is the type of exercise to begin your day with rather than extremely vigorous
exercise.If you feel a little stiff in the morning, a better way to relief if you’re tempted to stretch
before getting out of bed is to simply tighten and release muscles throughout your body. Think of
making a fist and releasing. You can do the same with your feet and leg muscles and so on.
You’ll bring some blood flow to them without risk. Circle your feet and your hands and shrug your
shoulders. Then carry on.The shape of your discs and the thickness of your spine determine
how much you’re at risk for herniated discs. Do you know the shape of your discs and thickness
of your spine? Few people do until it’s too late. There’s evidence that you have a limited number
of forward flexion no matter what the status of these two variables. It’s a matter of whether you
move toward injury faster or slower with forward flexion and BLT combined movements.If you’ve
been an early morning exerciser, this flip is not good news. Maybe you’ve just found time to
journal, or read, or start writing that book. Within an hour of being upright 90% of that extra disc
fluid dissipates and exercise becomes much safer.This would be so much easier to accept if you
could feel the damage. No one has to tell you to avoid painful movement. The problem with disc
damage is you won’t feel the damage happening until it’s too late. It’s worth a shift in your



schedule so you can keep exercising. If exercise helps you negate stress it’s even more
important that you make shift in your morning routine so you can continue to be active.9. HIIT It
EarlyIt may not matter what time of day a young man does interval training. For you, however, the
earlier in the day you can do intervals the better. Here’s your motivation for early intervals:Boost
your fat burning potentialEnhance rather than interfere with your ability to sleepOffset your
body’s newfound ability to store belly fatYou feel a significant amount of stress compared to
men, or younger men or women. You may have excellent coping skills and maybe you’re the
exception to the rule. If you compare your midlife self to your younger self, while hormones are
up and down and all around, there’s a good chance you’re “feels like” rating of stressors is
higher.Cortisol is naturally elevated in the morning, at least if all is well. It begins to fall in the
afternoon and by night it’s low, so you can go to sleep.You may not need me to tell you that
sometimes that’s a dream. Your circadian rhythm can get off. High intensity exercise early can
help you reset this rhythm. Its one of the best ways to balance the bad boy stress hormone that
can team up with insulin and increase fat storage.Both high intensity intervals and or intense
weight training done in the morning boost your energy, cognitive function, and fat burning all day,
too. If you are fatigued first thing in the morning, waking up feeling like you’ve got a hangover
without having had the fun, less is more. Even 10 minutes of high intensity exercise early in the
day can boost your energy level all day.There’s another hidden bonus in morning exercise. Most
women tell me that they are more active later in the day even if they’ve started with a small dose
of exercise early. A body in motion stays in motion. Just taking a few extra steps, or adding dog
walk after work increases your activity level in important ways. This kind of Non-Exercise Activity
Time (N.E.A.T.) is more related to obesity and overweight risk reduction than your gym
session.Can you exercise later? Yes. Later is an ideal time to do lower level activities that reduce
stress. If you have difficulty sleeping, vigorous evening exercise can make things worse. Rapid
Eye Movement (REM) sleep is important in restoration. REM is decreased by 10% with evening
exercise.Yoga or a walk with a partner, pet, or your lovely self, for instance are good examples of
late day exercise. Even weight training done later in the day if you must as long as you keep a
watchful eye on your exercise and sleep quality connection. A session on your own or just you
and a trainer instead of that extreme late day bootcamp are good late day flips.Are you stuck
with a schedule that means those early morning high intensity workouts are not going to
happen? Make the most of your weekend. Then reassess your thoughts about how long it has to
take.For 14 months, I was limited to 20 minutes of intervals or weights. I had been a fitness
instructor and endurance athlete for decades used to doing hours a day of exercise. After 14
months, I felt better, looked better and was the same weight (in fact, slightly lighter) and body
composition I’d been when I was spending far more time exercising. If you have two weekend
days and you can get up 20 minutes earlier one day during the week, you too can get more
results in less time.The interval training (IT) PDF inside your book bonuses outlines simple IT
options you need to get and keep you slimmer, trimmer, and fitter faster.https://
www.flippingfifty.com/hotnotbotheredbonus10. Go ProMake your first meal of the day a high



protein breakfast. A breakfast that included 35 grams of protein voluntarily reduced subject’s
daily calorie intake by 400 kcals. Study participants weren’t asked to make the change. They did
so voluntarily not intentionally. They were simply sated (the no thank you, I’m comfortably full,
factor) and the high protein breakfast influenced their entire day, not just morning.Whether you’re
intermittent fasting and breakfast is later in the day or it’s first thing, a high protein meal has the
power to improve your choices at your next meal. Say bye-bye to cravings and take back your
power over food. Add high fiber foods at the same meal and you have a winning combination for
energy and won’t be distracted by a growling stomach. The added bonus is a reduced insulin
response to your meal. That means, less fat storage and greater fat burning.I used to be a dash-
out-the-door-girl with coffee and nothing. Not so coincidentally I also used to flirt with regular
stomach issues and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). When I started having a smoothie for
breakfast 20 years ago, the gnawing feeling in my gut I was so used to disappeared. I had better
morning runs, made better choices at lunch, and my afternoon energy soared. No more
IBS.Smoothies are not the only way to get your protein in. They may be the most convenient and
delicious. Get 60 of my favorite smoothies and the formula I use for creating my own every
morning. 11. Time Food RightWait 60 minutes after intense workouts (either strength or cardio)
to eat a high quality protein meal. There is a blunting effect that happens immediately after
exercise that prevents muscle protein synthesis from occurring. After about an hour this blunting
effect is lifted.The best time to eat a high protein meal is 90 minutes after intense exercise. This
may not be possible all the time. Do the best you can with the schedule you have. A little
planning ahead goes a long ways to optimize the time and energy you put toward your exercise
program. The results you get depend on the trilogy of exercise, recovery, and nutrition. During
menopause when things beyond your control can go wrong, get control of the habits you can.If
you’re habit stacking and you’re a morning exerciser you may be thinking this is all fine and good
if this is all you have to do all day. Are you wondering how you wait an hour to exercise after you
rise, exercise, then wait another hour to eat and still go about your day? That’s a perfect day. If
you can’t stack them all every day, focus on what you can do. With a short intense workout and a
shake to go with you, it may be easier than you think. Here’s a sample morning schedule:Rise at
5:30amExercise 30 minutes at 6:30amHigh protein meal or smoothie between 8 and
9amFlipping Point: remember that three of the most common mistakes women make around
exercise is nutrition: eating too little, eating the wrong thing, or timing it wrong. Even “healthy”
foods at the wrong time can sabotage your flip.12. Aim HigherPlan higher protein meals for you
did for your younger self or do for younger family members as a rule. Older adults don’t
synthesize protein as well as younger adults. A higher amount of protein post-exercise now than
when you were younger (40 grams) will help you keep the lean tissue you’re working so hard to
create and spare muscle losses that can occur with age or following exercise breakdown.If you
notice you’ve lost muscle tone or struggle to get muscle back after losses due to inactivity or
illness, this is even more important to you. If you’re not just flipping 50, but sizzling at 60 moving
toward 70, it’s more true for you, too.Sounds like a lot, right? You don’t have to do this all day but



post exercise the difference in exercise success for older adults vs. younger adults was
comparable if the older adults had increased protein following weight training sessions. Without
the additional protein boost older adults exercise benefits were less than younger subjects
experienced.A smoothie with a high quality protein shake mix and a serving of nut butter can
easily add up 30 grams of protein. Read your labels. Other protein boosts include hemp hearts
and chia seeds. If you prefer, eat some smoked salmon or bacon.You’ll notice I don’t
recommend yogurt, dairy or soy milk. These are protein sources but 90% of Flipping 50 program
participants find they lose weight, bloat, improve energy and feel better when they remove these.
I don’t know about you and neither do you until you test them. Beware that whey is a common
protein shake ingredient and that may also contain casein. These two are dairy. So until you’ve
tested I would avoid them all.The right amount of protein at the right time will help prevent
muscle loss that sabotages your goals. Get clear on your protein needs with the Protein Report
recording in your book bonuses!      
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EMM, “** BOOK CONTENT HAS BEEN UPDATED ** Check your device!!!. Just spoke with
Amazon rep who adviced there has been an update on this book. I checked my tablet and the
whole book is now loaded. Haven't read it yet, but am expecting good "flips" from Debra as in all
her videos and podcasts!!  Enjoy!!”

Dr. Anne Marie Fine, Bestselling Author of Cracking the Beauty Code, “Debra Atkinson has
written a brilliant book for the women who intend to rock their .... Debra Atkinson has written a
brilliant book for the women who intend to rock their prime years. She chunked the book into 99
short but impactful chapters to quickly get her information across. Then she has links at the end
of each chapter if you are interested in pursuing that topic further.My favorite quote from her
book: "A body in motion stays in motion". So true! She even takes on some of the more
"embarrassing" aspects of menopause and gives you a dream solution!”

Doug Munn, “Loaded with helpful tips.. I love this book! It’s concise, easy to read and very
practical. It covers a broad range of fitness topics in short snippets. It’s not meant to be read from
front to back, you pick it up and read a few sections, whatever subject strikes your fancy at the
time.”

kvilla, “There are still problems with this book. All I .... Edit ~ Updated took care of this problem.
Content is just right and tips are very easy to implement. Thank you!There are still problems with
this book. All I received was the sample. Shut down my tablet and even tried reading it in the
cloud, no deal.”

Angela Leinen, “Updated rating 10/17/2017 - I got the same thing.... was .... Edit 10/17/2017:
Amazon sent the corrected version of the book. It now contains all of the content I'd expected to
see. Looks like there are lots of helpful tips in here to try, so rating increased to 5 stars. Thank
you for fixing the problem! I got the same thing....was told I was pre-ordering a short book for
$0.99, all I received was the preview you normally get for free as a "Sample."”

RnRFowler, “Does not disappoint!. Nice, short snippets. Easy to follow. Very doable advice.
Debra always makes it clear, real and honest. Would definitely recommend to women over 50
wanting to make healthy changes.”

Jodi Harrison-Lee, “Great Resource!. I didn’t necessarily resonate with all 99 ideas, or “flips” as
the author called them, BUT I found many great ideas to help me feel good after 50. Read the
book and make a list of the changes you would like to implement. It made a difference!”

NeilCarol, “I did receive the update with the entire book, .... I received the update, and the flips



are informative and inspiring. A nice choice when taking on an entire lifestyle change seems
daunting; this will allow you to dip into it a bit at a time. Even when the recommendations seem
obvious, or are something you've heard before, there's always some new information here. A
good jumpstarter!”

Theresa Smith, “Hot but not bothered. It’s such a relief to have Debra Atkinson, a women with
the qualifications, knowledge, experience and commitment dedicated to helping women master
the menopausal changes and challenges we face. Her science based knowledge, honesty,
forthright no nonsense approach, repetitive messages ( because we need to hear things more
than once) to keep ourselves accountable! has taught me to look at the three pillars of my
health and wellness, (Fitness, Nutrition and Sleep) this book reaffirms the daily principles i can
put into action to make a big impact on my life. Debra writes women to women and I appreciate
that.”

The book by Debra Atkinson has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 38 people have provided feedback.
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